SMART TICKET FOR MOTOTRBO RADIOS
The easy way to handle tasks and alarms on a MOTOTRBO radio
Let’s face it – usability on a radio has never been particularly optimal, compared to modern
devices like Smartphones or Tablet’s the usability of a radio can fall behind.
ZONITH is now taking usability to the next level by introducing the Smart Tickets for Motorola
MOTOTRBO radios. Smart Tickets is an app loaded onto the Generic Option Board (GOB) of a
MOTOTRBO radio. With the Smart Ticket app, radio users no longer need to handle alarms and
tasks in blindness.
Smart Ticket for MOTOTRBO radios works perfectly well in environments where users also have
Androids running the ZONITH App installed, or where they have installed the ZONITH Alarm
Display in their control room.

FUNCTIONALITY
The Smart Ticket App presents alarms and
tasks in clear text on the display of all alerted
radios.

Once the message is read on
a radio, the user is given the
choice of accepting, declining or
cancelling the alarm or task.

FUNCTIONALITY (CONT'D)

When a task is accepted,
the other radios which have
received the same message are
updated in the background and
the task or alarm is removed
from their ticket list. This way
misunderstandings about if who
has signed up for a particular task
will be avoided.

Customizable features such as alarm tones, keypad shortcuts, and the ability to delete all tickets
at once are available as standard features in the Smart Ticket solution.

NOTE: Motorola MOTOTRBO™ standard job tickets cannot update their status on other radios when a user
accepts or rejects a task! Users have no indication if tickets are accepted, resolved, or closed by other users.
ZONITH's Smart Ticket can solve this problem.
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